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MNI POLITICAL RISK ANALYSIS - US Daily Brief 26-01-23  
By Adam Burrowes 

 

The White House 

09:00 ET 14:00 GMT President Biden receives his Daily Briefing  

14:45 ET 19:45 GMT The President delivers remarks on our economic progress since taking office 

 

Elections Countdown:  

❖ 2024 Presidential Election: 649 days 

 

 

Ukraine 

US President Joe Biden announced yesterday that the US would make a significant policy 

pivot and send US-made M1 Abrams tanks to Ukraine. 

• Biden, speaking alongside Defense Secretary Lloyd Austin and Secretary of State 

Antony Blinken at the White House, said the US will deliver one battalion of 31 M1 

Abrams tanks to Ukraine. 

Biden said the transfer of tanks will allow Ukraine to counter Russia's evolving tactics and 

improve their ability to manoeuvre in open terrain and marks a turning point in western aid to 

Ukraine. 

• The US decision came after weeks of deliberation from Germany to unlock the 

transfer of its Leopard 2 tanks and reports suggest considerable pressure was 

applied to Berlin via backroom channels to approve the re-export of their tanks. 

• Biden publicly commended the German decision saying, "Germany has really 

stepped up.” 

Biden conceded that the delivery of the US-made tanks will take time. Defence experts 

believe it could take at least a year for Abrams to reach the battlefield as they will be 

procured via through defence contractors rather than drawn down from existing inventory.  

• The US pledge has been viewed as central to a broader decision by the Ukraine 

allies to commit to contributing to a tank division made up of Leopards.  

• Biden took one question from the White House press pack asking whether 

Chancellor Scholz had “forced” Biden into sending the Abrams. Biden said: 

"Germany didn't force me to change my mind. I wanted to make sure we are all 

together.” 
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The move to authorise tanks come after Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky undertook 

a broad shakeup of his administration to address corruption.  

• White House National Security Council Spokesperson John Kirby told reporters, “we 

obviously share President Zelenskyy’s concerns over these corruption allegations. 

And it's apparent that he takes it seriously. That's important. We'll obviously let him 

work his way through that.” 

Kirby said that the US had not seen any sign that Kyiv had misused aid or weapons provided 

by western allies: “We are obviously working in lockstep with the Ukrainians on 

accountability measures on that, and we’ve seen no indication that anything we've sent over 

has ended up in the wrong hands or has been using -- or being used inappropriately.” 

• Kirby also addressed concerns that the provision of tanks increases the risk of direct 

conflict between Russia and NATO: “…these tanks are meant to help Ukraine fight 

effectively on open terrain, to defend their sovereignty and their territory, and to win 

back territory… Do they represent a threat to Russian soldiers? You bet they do. But 

not to Russia proper.” 

Focus will now shift to whether the incremental increase in the level of offensive aid will put 

fighter planes back on the agenda. Zelensky has openly stated his desire for a modern fleet 

of fourth generation aircraft which has been rebuffed by the Pentagon. The decision to send 

tanks may break the taboo on offense aid and spark a more credible conversation about 

fighter planes.  

Debt Ceiling 

Senate Majority Leader Chuck Schumer (D-NY) and House Leader Hakeem Jeffries (D-NY) 

gave a joint press conference yesterday to “expose” a Republican tax proposal and warn that 

“MAGA Republicans” risk bringing the US to the edge of a default. 

• Schumer warned that House Speaker Kevin McCarthy (R-CA) has deferred power to 

the small group of conservative Republicans who obfuscated his bid to become 

speaker over 15 ballots.  

Schumer: “Don't underestimate the power over McCarthy of these extreme MAGA 

Republicans” 

• Schumer also attacked a proposal from Rep. Buddy Carter (R-GA) abolish traditional 

forms of taxation to be replaced by a 30% sales tax. The plan has limited support 

amongst the Republican establishment but will be highlighted by Democrats as part of 

a strategy to highlight what the White House calls an "extreme MAGA agenda." 

A similar strategy was used by Democrats ahead of the midterms, in November, when Biden 

repeatedly attacked Senator Rick Scott's (R-FL) "12 Point Plan to Rescue America," as 

emblematic as an extreme GOP agenda. Scott’s plan also had limited support amongst the 

Republican establishment but handed Democrats a strong talking point.  

• Biden is expected to continue the strategy tomorrow when he delivers remarks the his 

administration’s “economic progress” in Springfield, Virginia. 
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On the debt ceiling, Schumer again challenged McCarthy to publicly release his plan to avoid 

a default without raising the debt ceiling, saying "…until Speaker McCarthy has a plan — and 

a plan that can pass in the House with his Republican support — he's going to the White 

House with no cards in his hand." 

• Jeffries said Republican calls for "negotiations" on the debt ceiling are tantamount to 

"blackmail" and could send the US, "spiralling towards recession, if not depression." 

Schumer and Jeffries’ presser came after Senator Joe Manchin (D-WV) met with McCarthy 

as part of his unilateral bid to engage in negotiations on the debt limit.  

• Manchin said after the meeting that McCarthy agreed that cuts to Social Security, 

Medicare and Medicaid were off the table: "He was very receptive and wants to 

negotiate and wants to sit down and talk. ... My sense is Kevin McCarthy wants this 

place to work. He doesn't want to go through this theatrics to the point to where we 

have come to the cliff and how much damage is done by getting to the cliff.” 

Manchin's moderate leanings again appear to be setting him apart from his Democrat 

colleagues. The official line from Democrats in the White House and Congress is that 

Congress must raise the debt limit without conditions and without negotiations. 

• White House Press Secretary Karine Jean-Pierre refused to be drawn on what to 

expected when President Biden holds a meeting with McCarthy before the State of the 

Union address on February 7. 

Jean-Pierre: “The President is very much looking forward to meeting with Speaker McCarthy… 

they're expected to talk on a range of issues. When we have locked in that meeting, we 

certainly will let you all know.” 

• Jean-Pierre also re-stated the White House position that the debt ceiling is not be 

subject to negotiations: “We're not talking about new spending. We're not talking about 

anything new. We're talking about Congress just paying their debt, which is a basic 

responsibility.”  

The primary obstacle to resolving the standoff continues to be a lack of clear consensus 

amongst Republicans on concessions they require from the White House. 

• Politico: “This time, Republicans are preparing to stare down the White House without 

any clear consensus about what they want in exchange for hiking the debt ceiling — 

other than, of course, making it as politically painful for President Joe Biden as 

possible.” 

Brendan Buck, aide to the former Republican House Speaker John Boehner who was at the 

centre of the 2011 debt limit showdown, issued a warning that the current standoff presents a 

heightened risk: “I wish I could look at this, having been through a bunch of these, and say 

there’s going to be a bunch of drama but this is how it gets resolved. But I don’t know how this 

gets resolved. There are just huge obstacles here [that] I don’t think were quite as problematic 

in 2011.” 

Ramesh Ponnuru writes in the Washington Post that the prevailing market belief that a deal 

will emerge presents the greatest risk to a miscalculation: “Both sides can’t be right. They’re 
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going to be slow to learn who’s wrong. Each side will discount any strong rhetoric from the 

other as a bluff. It will see any sign of a pending default, and any sign that default will lead to 

an economic catastrophe, as evidence that its strategy is on the verge of working.” 

 

Congressional Business 

The House will meet at 10:00 ET 15:00 GMT 

The Senate will meet at 10:00 ET 15:00 GMT 

Committee Schedule –  

➢ SENATE Foreign Relations Meeting: “Hearings to examine countering Russian aggression, focusing 

on Ukraine and beyond.” 

 

Former President Donald Trump 

Former President Donald Trump was given a boost yesterday when Meta, the parent 

company of Facebook, confirmed that Trump’s account on the social media network will be 

restored. 

• Nick Clegg, Facebook’s president of global affairs, said the account will be restored 

in the “coming weeks,” saying, "we've always believed that Americans should be able 

to hear from the people who want to lead the country. We don't want to stand in the 

way of that." 

The restoration of Trump’s account may help the 2024 presidential candidate build a funding 

base for his presidential campaign, a concern for his camp following a loss of standing with 

Republican donors and the GOP establishment following his poor performance at the 

midterm elections in November.  

• Axios: “The decision sets a new precedent for how the company treats world leaders, 

and it could change the trajectory of the 2024 U.S. presidential election… The 

reinstatement of Trump's accounts will allow him to run ads via his Facebook and 

Instagram pages, which have 34 million and 23 million followers, respectively.” 

High Tech Export Controls 

Dutch and US officials will meet in Washington tomorrow to discuss export controls on 

semiconductor technology to China as part of a drive to restrain China’s technological and 

military advance.   

• Reuters reports that a deal could be forthcoming as soon as this week if the Biden 

administration can ease Dutch concerns that the measures will unreasonably affect 

their high-tech sector. 

Energy Security 
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House Speaker Kevin McCarthy (R-CA) will call a vote this week on legislation to limit the 

Biden administration’s scope to engage in further releases from the Strategic Petroleum 

Reserve (SPR).  

• The vote follows the House approval last week of a bill to ban sales from the reserve 

to entities connected to China. The two bills reflect a regular Republican line of 

argumentation last year that the Biden administration’s decision to release 120m 

barrels of oil from the SPR was politically motivated and compelled by Biden 

administration energy policies which underfunded the US oil and gas sector.  

The Department of Energy has indicated that it plans to begin purchases to replenish the 

Strategic Petroleum Reserve at some point in the near future but an initial purchase offer last 

month around USD$70 p/b was considered too low for markets.  

• Any Republican legislation to limit the Biden administration’s flexibility to release 

reserves from SPR will stall in the Senate. Biden has also pledged to veto any such 

legislation that reaches his desk.   

Poll of the Day 

President Biden’s approval rating has stabilised at around 42% after a two-percentage-point 

drop which followed the controversy surrounded Biden’s improper handling of classified 

government documents. 

Chart 1: President Joe Biden Approval Rating, %

 

Source: FiveThirtyEight 
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